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Colaprete T. *
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MONDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2006 (continued)
DATA AND ANALYSIS TO SUPPORT LCROSS SITE SELECTION: PART 2
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Elphic R. *
Lunar Prospector Neutron Data
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Smith D. E. * Zuber M. T.
Polar Topographic Knowledge Prior to LCROSS Impact [#9007]
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Zuber M. T. * Smith D. E.
LOLA Laser Radiometry and LCROSS Impact Site Selection [#9008]
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Mitrofanov I. G. * Starr R. D.
Lunar Exploration Neutron Detector Evaluation of Potential LCROSS Impact Sites [#9003]

2:30 p.m.

Jutzi M. * Benz W.
Simulations of the LCROSS Impact Using Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) [#9005]
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Schultz P. H. *
Shooting the Moon: Constraints on LCROSS Targeting [#9012]
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Break
SITE RECOMMENDATIONS
3:30 p.m. Ballroom
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Allen C. C. *
Shoemaker Crater — Going Where We Can “See” [#9001]
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Earth Based Radar Imagery and Topography: Input to LCROSS Target Selection [#9002]
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Discussion

5:00 p.m.

Adjourn
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SHOEMAKER CRATER – GOING WHERE WE CAN “SEE”.
C. C. Allen, NASA Johnson Space Center, Mail Code KT, Houston, TX 77058 carlton.c.allen@nasa.gov.
Introduction: The recommended impact site for
LCROSS is Shoemaker crater, centered at 88.1 S, 45
E. This 51-km diameter crater is in permanent
shadow. However, more than half of its floor has been
imaged by Earth-base radar. This degree of target
knowledge will strongly constrain impact models and
significantly increase the confidence of data interpretation.

The craters range in diameter from 51 km to 20
km, and all are centered south of 87 S latitude. The
mean elevation of intercrater areas is approximately 1
to 2 km below the lunar datum, equivalent to a sphere
1378 km in radius (Fig. 2).

Crater Description: The 51-km diameter Shoemaker crater is centered at 88.1 S, 45 E. It is located
in highlands terrain between Faustini and an unnamed
40-km crater, and just north of Shackleton. Lunar Orbiter IV [1] and Clementine [2] images show that the
rim is illuminated by sunlight, but the crater floor remains dark.
The lunar poles have been imaged by the Goldstone radar, operating at a wavelength of 3.5 cm [3].
Radar interferometry was used to produce a digital
elevation model (DEM) of the terrain at each pole,
with 150-m spatial resolution and 50-m height resolution. The authors applied ray tracing techniques to this
model and calculated permanently shadowed locations
at both poles. Some areas, including portions of crater
interiors, could not be imaged as intervening topography blocked the radar beam. This analysis of the south
polar region highlights five craters in which a portion
or all of each floor is in permanent shadow (Fig. 1).
Figure 2. Radar DEM of south pole craters, Shoemaker crater indicated by arrow; from [3].

Figure 1. Radar DEM of south polar craters, Shoemaker crater indicated by arrow; white – permanent
shadow (calculated), gray – no radar return; from [3].

The radar DEM of Shoemaker crater shows an intact rim with numerous 1 to 10 km superimposed craters (Fig. 1). The ejecta blanked is totally subdued.
This crater is more degraded than the adjacent craters
Faustini and Shackleton, but less degraded than several
unnamed craters of similar size in the region.
The radar DEM indicates that the floor of Shoemaker is approximately 3 to 4 km below the datum
(Fig. 2). The morphometry of fresh lunar craters in
this size range provides a calculated depth of 3.4 km
below the rim, and a calculated rim height of 1.1 km
above the original surface [4,5]. The DEM and morphometric calculations are thus in agreement that the
crater floor should lie approximately 2 km below the
surrounding intercrater areas. More detailed analysis
may indicate whether the crater has been significantly
infilled.
The Goldstone radar beam was returned from approximately half of the interior wall and floor of Shoe-
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maker (Fig. 3). The radar DEM shows that the crater
floor diameter is approximately 20 km, in accord with
morphometric modeling [4]. The illuminated portion
of the floor is flat and partially smooth, with scattered
impact craters. The crater is simple in plan, with no
evidence of a central peak. Detailed modeling of crater morphology, morphometry, and radar return should
further constrain physical models of the floor material.

Figure 3. Radar DEM of south polar craters,
Shoemaker crater indicated by arrow; from [3].
Previous Studies: Shoemaker crater lies within
the latitude range where thermal and epithermal neutron counts measured by the Lunar Prospector spacecraft suggest concentrations of near-surface ice. The
most recent calculations [6] indicate that “the average
hydrogen abundance near both lunar poles is 100–150
ppm and is likely buried by 10 ± 5 cm of dry lunar
soil, a result that is consistent with previous studies.
The localized hydrogen abundance for small (<20 km)
areas of permanently shaded regions remains highly
uncertain and could range from 200 ppm H up to 40
wt% H2O in some isolated regions.”
The floor of Shoemaker crater is, however, one of
the areas in which radar observations showed no evidence for ice. Radar beams with wavelengths of 2.5,
12.6, and 70 cm have returned echoes that are typical
of highland terrain, without the strong echoes attributable to ice [7].
Shoemaker crater has already been the site of one
spacecraft impact. In 1999 the Lunar Prospector, carrying a small vial of Gene Shoemaker’s ashes, was
deliberately crashed into the crater. Earth-based sen-

sors observed the crater at the time of the impact, but
detected no ejecta plume. The LCROSS experiment,
however, could well produce significantly different
results. The LCROSS spacecraft will impact the Moon
with orders of magnitude more kinetic energy than
Lunar Prospector, and the ejecta plume will be observed by from lunar orbit as well as from the Earth.
Basis for Recommendation: Many targets meet
the LCROSS criteria: nearside; permanently shadowed; poleward of 70 degrees latitude; large enough to
contain a 10 km landing ellipse. However, the actual
material to be impacted in most of the candidates is
unknown. Permanently shadowed areas, by definition,
provide no reflected sunlight and thus no imaging data.
Shoemaker crater is unique among these candidates
in that half of the floor has been imaged by radar. The
physical properties of the floor material can be modeled. This target is known to be flat, providing simple
geometry for understanding impact dynamics and the
ejecta plume.
The importance of imaging the target area in a
spacecraft impact experiment was demonstrated by the
Deep Impact mission to Comet Temple 1 [8]. The
plume dynamics and composition data indicated a
complex, heterogeneous target. Close-up images of
the impact point, revealing layered target material,
strongly constrained the comet model.
Shoemaker crater also provides a unique opportunity to test the seemingly-contradictory neutron and
radar results concening near-surface ice. The crater is
large enough to cover a substantial portion of a Lunar
Prospector neutron detector pixel [6], and so contributes directly to that ice “detection”. In addition, half
of the floor is within sight of Earth-based radar and
was probed as part of the null ice “detection” by that
technique [7]. A LCROSS impact into Shoemaker
crater will thus provide a direct test of these two results at the same surface location, and should significantly improve our understanding of lunar ice.
References: [1] Bowker D. E. and Hughes J. K.
(1971) Lunar Orbiter Photographic Atlas of the Moon,
NASA. [2] Bussey B. and Spudis P. D. (2004) The
Clementine Atlas of the Moon, Cambridge. [3] Margot
J. L. et al. (1999) Science, 284, 1658-1660. [4] Pike
R. J. (1977) in Impact and Explosion Cratering, Pergamon, p. 489-510. [5] Pike R. J. (1974) GRL, 1, 291294. [6] Lawrence D. J. et al. (2006) JGR., 111,
E08001, doi:10.1029/2005JE002637. [7] Campbell B.
A. (2003) Nature, 426, 137-138. [8] A’Hearn M. F. et
al. (2004) Science, 310, 258-264.
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EARTH BASED RADAR IMAGERY AND TOPOGRAPHY: INPUT TO LCROSS TARGET SELECTION.
D. B. Campbell1, B. A. Campbell2 and L. M. Carter2, 1Cornell University, Space Science Bldg., Ithaca, NY 14853,
campbell@astro.cornell.edu, 2Smithsonian Institution, Center for Earth and Planetary Studies, Box 37012,
Washington, D.C. 20013-7012.
Introduction: A 10 km maximum level of
uncertainty in the targeting of LCROSS at the lunar
poles combined with the requirements to impact into
a location that is in permanent shadow and visible
from Earth, sets a lower size limit of about 25 km for
the shadowed area selected for the LCROSS impact
site. This eliminates all small areas of permanent
shadow from consideration and limits the options to
the floors of a few large craters such as Shoemaker
and Faustini near the south pole. If the 3km targeting
uncertainty can be met then areas of permanent
shadow as small as 10 km can be considered. This
would allow the floor of the 19 km south pole crater
Shackleton to be included in the possible target list as
well as a few additional sites at both the north and
south poles.
Radar data: Earth based radars are the only
current source of detailed information for the
shadowed areas at the lunar poles. Despite the poor
viewing geometry, they can observe roughly 25% of
the shadowed terrain at the lunar south pole and
somewhat more at the north pole. Radar
interferometric measurements have provided digital
elevation models (DEMs) for the polar areas [1] and
ray tracing based on these DEMs has outlined most
of the large areas in permanent shadow within 50 of
the poles [1]. We have recently obtained new multipolarization radar imaging data for the south pole at
13 cm wavelength with 20 m resolution [2] and at 70
cm wavelength with a resolution of 300-450 m [3].
These data have been used to map the Circular
Polarization Ratio (CPR) at resolutions of ~125 m
and ~1 km, respectively. While low temperature
water ice surfaces on the icy Galilean satellites and,
most probably, at the poles of Mercury exhibit high
radar CPRs [4, 5], for the lunar south pole high
values of the CPR are associated with the walls and
ejecta of young impact craters independent of the
degree of solar illumination. This is the case at both
13 cm and the more deeply penetrating 70 cm
wavelength [2, 3].
From Fig. 1 it is clear that at a 10 km uncertainty
level for targeting LCROSS, there are no large Earthvisible north polar shadowed areas within about 60 of
the pole that could be reliably impacted. At 3 km
uncertainty, there are a small number of possible
target sites with sizes between 10 and 20 km. The
small size and relative paucity of areas of permanent

shadow is consistent with the much lower hydrogen
enhancements at the north pole compared with the
south pole measured by the Lunar Orbiter neutron
spectrometer [6].
For the south pole the shadowed areas within about
60 of the pole on the near side derived from the radar
DEM (Fig. 1) are largely confined to crater floors
plus a few small areas of inter-crater highlands. Since
the shadowed areas were determined by ray tracing
using the DEM, there are several near side areas with
uncertain shadowing conditions located near (87S,
0), (85S, 45E) and (86S, 40W). The uncertain
topography and shadowing conditions make these
locations poor choices for LCROSS.
Suggested target location: Within a 10 km
targeting constraint, the only viable impact sites
appear to be the floors of Shoemaker, Faustine and de
Gerlache all of which are within the area of enhanced
hydrogen concentration [6]. At 3 km uncertainty the
19 km crater Shackleton is also a possible target site.
Of these there is radar imagery and CPR
measurements for approximately 50% of the floor of
Shoemaker, a small portion of the floor of Faustini
and none for the floors of de Gerlache and
Shackleton.
As noted above, recent work shows that there is no
strong evidence for extensive deposits of relatively
clean ice in shadowed craters near the south pole.
Such evidence would include (1) high CPR values
that cover extended areas of crater floors or walls,
and (2) a high degree of correlation between the CPR
values and the degree of solar illumination. We
observe instead that high CPR values appear to
correlate with the proximal ejecta blankets and raylike deposits of apparently young impact craters, and
with debris fans or aprons on the interior walls of
craters with relatively steep slopes. We suggest that
high CPR areas are actually poor targets for LCROSS
given the high local abundance of boulders and the
possibility that a relatively young crater may be
depleted of even slowly accumulating solar-windimplanted hydrogen.
Of the two large shadowed crater floors for which we
have radar imagery, Shoemaker and Faustine, the
floor of Shoemaker (Fig. 2) has significant areas with
low CPR values while the small part of the floor of
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Faustine that we can observe has closely spaced
small craters with high CPRs. Consequently, based
on the distribution of hydrogen and our current
knowledge of the surface, Shoemaker crater appears
to be the best candidate for an impact site. Beyond
the broad distribution of hydrogen, little is known
about any of the other sites that may be acceptable
based on targeting capabilities. An impact into an
area visible to Earth based radars may allow pre
impact imagery from Earth – if imagery is not
available from another orbiter – that may allow
unambiguous identification of the impact site in post
impact imagery.

Figure 2: A; Radar image of Shoemaker crater at 20
m resolution. B; The Circular Polarization Ratio
superposed on the radar image.
References: [1] Margot, J. L., Campbell, D. B.,
Jurgens, R. F. and Slade, M. A. (1999), Science, 284,
1658-1660. [2] Campbell, D. B., Campbell, B. A.,
Carter, L. M., Margot, J. L. and Stacy, N. J. S.
(2006), submitted to Nature. [3] Campbell, B. A. and
Campbell, D. B. (2006) Icarus, 180, 1-7. [4]
Campbell, D. B., Chandler, J. F., Ostro, S. J.,
Pettengill, G. H. and Shapiro, I. I. (1976), Icarus, 34,
254-267. [5] Harmon, J. K., Perillat, P. J. and Slade,
M. A. (1994) Icarus, 149, 1-15. [6] Feldman, W. C. et
al (2001) J. Geophys. Res., 106, 23231-23252.
Figure 1: Top; Permanently shadowed areas at the
lunar north pole obtained by ray tracing using a radar
derived DEM. White indicates shadowed areas while
grey indicated areas of assumed shadow based on
crater symmetry. Bottom; similar data for the lunar
south pole. Images from Margot et al [1].
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SMART-1 IMPLICATIONS FOR LCROSS: OPERATIONS AND LUNAR SCIENCE RESULTS

B.H. Foing*, D. Frew, M. Almeida, D. Koschny, J.Volp, J.-L. Josset, M. Grande, J. Huovelin, H.U. Keller, A. Nathues, A.
Malkki, G. Noci, B. Kellett, S. Beauvivre, D. Heather, J.Zender, P. McMannamon, O. Camino, SMART1 Scienceand Technology
Working Team, ESTEC/SCI-S, postbus 299, 2200 AG Noordwijk, NL, Europe, T. Colaprete, D. Wooden and LCROSS team
(Bernard.Foing@esa.int)

Introduction: Thanks to the successful electric propulsion navigation, the SMART-1 spacecraft reached
lunar capture on 17 November 2004, and has spiraled
down to reach on 15 March 2005 a lunar is to orbit the
Moon 300-3000 km for a nominal science period of
six months, with 1 year science extension until impact.
We shall report on highlights of operations and lunar
science results relevant for LCROSS.
Overview of SMART-1 mission and payload:
SMART-1 is the first in the programme of ESA’s
Small Missions for Advanced Research and Technology [1,2,3]. Its first objective has been achieved to
demonstrate Solar Electric Primary Propulsion (SEP)
for future Cornerstones (such as Bepi-Colombo) and
to test new technologies for spacecraft and instruments. The SMART-1 spacecraft has been launched
on 27 Sept. 2003, as an Ariane-5 auxiliary passenger
and injected in GTO Geostationary Tranfer Orbit.
SMART-1 science payload, with a total mass of some
19 kg, features many innovative instruments and advanced technologies [1]. A miniaturised highresolution camera (AMIE) for lunar surface imaging,
a near-infrared point-spectrometer (SIR) for lunar
mineralogy investigation, and a very compact X-ray
spectrometer (D-CIXS) for fluorescence spectroscopy
and imagery of the Moon's surface elemental composition. The payload also includes two plasma experiments: SPEDE (Spacecraft Potential, Electron and
Dust Experiment, PI. A. Malkki) and EPDP (Electric
propulsion diagnostic Package, PI G. Noci), an experiment (KaTE) that demonstrated deep-space telemetry and telecommand communications in the X
and Ka-bands, a radio-science experiment (RSIS), a
deep space optical link (Laser-Link Experiment), using the ESA Optical Ground station in Tenerife, and
the validation of a system of autonomous navigation
(OBAN) based on image processing.
SMART-1 lunar science results: A package of three
spectroscopy and imaging instruments has perfomed
science at the Moon.
D-CIXS (Demonstration of a Compact Imaging X-ray
Spectrometer, PI M. Grande) is based on novel detector and filter/collimator technologies, and is performing the first global mapping of the lunar elemental

composition , by looking at X-ray fluorescence in the
0.5–10 keV range [4,5,9]. It is supported in its operation by XSM (X-ray Solar Monitor) which also monitors coronal X-ray emission and solar flares [6].
Bulk crustal composition has bearing on theories of
origin and evolution of the Moon. D-CIXS will produce
the first global view of the lunar surface in X-ray fluorescence (XRF), elemental abundances of Mg, Al and Si
(and Fe plus others if solar activity permits) across the
whole Moon. The South Pole-Aitken Basin (SPA) and
large lunar impact basins have been also mapped with
D-CIXS. D-CIXS is deriving absolute elemental abundances, by measuring (with X-ray Solar Monitor XSM)
the incident solar spectrum that causes the lunar surface
to fluoresce in X-rays. D-CIXS will provide a global
distribution of Mg and permit the production of global
magnesium numbers (Mg# = Mg/Mg+Fe). The mapping
of Mg# is a key to study the evidence of a primitive
source, the relations of Mg-suite rocks vs ferroan anorthosites or KREEP, and the constraints on the magma
ocean model/evolution.
SIR (Smart-1 Infra-Red Spectrometer, PI H. Keller) is
operating in the 0.9-2.6 μm wavelength range and is
carrying out mineralogical survey of the lunar crust.
SIR has high enough spectral resolution to separate
the pyroxene and olivine signatures in lunar soils.
SIR data with spatial resolution as good as 300 m will
permit to distinguish units on central peaks, walls, rims
and ejecta blankets of large impact craters, allowing
for stratigraphic studies of the lunar crust.
AMIE (Advancedsteroid-Moon micro-Imager Experiment, PI J.L. Josset) is a miniature high mediumresolution (35 m pixel at 350 km perilune height) camera, equipped with a fixed panchromatic and 3-colour
filter, for Moon topography and imaging support to
other experiments [7,10, 11]. The micro camera AMIE
is providing high-resolution CCD images of selected
lunar areas. It includes filters deposited on the CCD in
white light + three filters for colour analyses, with
bands at 750 nm, 900 nm and 950 nm (measuring the
1 μm absorption of pyroxene and olivine). The camera
will have an average resolution of 80 m/pixel, and 40
m/pixel near a 300 km perilune. AMIE images provide
a geological context for SIR and D-CIXS data, and
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colour or multi-phase angle complement. Lunar North
(Fig 1) and South pole repeated high resolution images have been obtained, giving a monitoring of illumination to map potential sites of ‘eternal light’ and
‘eternal shadow’, or sites relevant for future exploration .

tion of and Selene, the Indian lunar mission
Chandrayaan-1, Chinese Chang’E , and of the US Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter, LCROSS, Lunar-A, and
subsequent lunar landers. SMART-1 is contributing to
prepare the next steps for exploration: survey of resources, search for ice, monitoring polar illumination,
and mapping of sites for potential landings, international robotic villages and for future human activities
and lunar bases.
We shall discuss in particular the implications of
SMART-1 experience for LCROSS: operations and
results for the preparation, instrument optimization ,
target selection and observational strategy.

Fig.1: Polar view near polar Byrd crater (FOV 200 km)
Dedicated fixed polar pointings with long explosures
will search for shadowed or double-shadowed areas,
and for potential ‘water ice traps’ or ‘cold traps’.
SMART-1 overall planetary science: SMART-1
science investigations include studies of the chemical
composition of the Moon, of geophysical processes
(volcanism, tectonics, cratering, erosion, deposition of
ices and volatiles) for comparative planetology, and
high resolution studies in preparation for future steps
of lunar exploration. The mission can address several
topics such as the accretional processes that led to the
formation of rocky planets, and the origin and evolution of the Earth-Moon system [8].
A wide Lunar coverage was obtained with the AMIE
camera in synoptic survey mode. A specific push
broom mode in Oct-Dec 05 and April-May 06 has
been used for high resolution colour targeted imaging.
SMART-1 operations and coordination: The Experiments have been run according to illumination and
altitude conditions during the nominal science phase of
6-months and 1 yr extension, in elliptical Moon orbit.
The planning and co-ordination of the Technology and
science experiments operations is carried out at
ESA/ESTEC (SMART-1 STOC). The data archiving
is based on the PDS (Planetary Data System) Standard.
The SMART-1 observations are coordinated with upcoming missions. SMART-1 is useful in the prepara-

References: [1] Foing, B. et al (2001) Earth Moon Planets,
85, 523 . [2] Racca, G.D. et al. (2002) Earth Moon Planets,
85, 379. [3] Racca, G.D. et al. (2002) P&SS, 50, 1323.
[4] Grande, M. et al. (2003) P&SS, 51, 427. [5] Dunkin, S.
et al. (2003) P&SS, 51, 435. [6] Huovelin, J. et al. (2002)
P&SS, 50, 1345. [7] Shkuratov, Y. et al (2003) JGRE 108,
E4, 1. [8] Foing, B.H. et al (2003) AdSpR, 31, 2323. [9]
Grande, M. et al (2006) PSS submitted, [10] Pinet, P. et al
(2005) P& SS, 53, 1309. [11] Josset J.L. et al (2006) Adv
Space Res, in press.
Links: http://sci.esa.int/smart-1/, http://sci.esa.int/ilewg/
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SMART-1 IMPACT CAMPAIGN: PREDICTIONS, OBSERVATIONS, LCROSS IMPLICATIONS
B.H. Foing1 and SMART-1 impact campaign team: B.H. Foing, D. Frew, M. Almeida, M. Sarkarati, J. Volp, G.
Racca, O. Camino, J. Schoenmakers, G. Schwehm, J.L. Josset, S. Beauvivre, Z. Sodnik, P. Cerroni, A. Barucci, M.
Grande, U. Keller, A. Nathues, K. Muinonen et al (SMART-1 STWT and Spacecraft Operations Team); P. Ehrenfreund, D. Wooden, L. Gurvits, A. C. Cook, G. Cremonese, C. Barbieri, D. Martino, J. Trigo-Rodriguez, N. Bhandari, T. Chandrasekhar, S. Sugita, N. Kawano, K. Matsumoto, V. Reddy, M. Wood, S. Vennes, K. Meech, C. Taylor, A. Hanslmeyer, J. Vaubaillon, M. Khodachenko, H. Rucker, B. Leibundgut, O. Hainaut, P.Gondoin, J.L. Ortiz,
R. Schultz, C. Erd, et al (SMART-1 Coordinated observations group); T. Colaprete, D. Koschny, H. Svedhem, A.
Rossi, D. Goldstein, P.H. Schultz, L. Alkalai, B. Banerdt, M. Kato, M. Burchell, V. Mangano, A. Berezhnoy, H.
Lammer et al (SMART-1 impact prediction group); D. Koschny, M. Talevi, S. Ansari, C. Lawton, J.P. Lebreton, M.
Buoso, S. Williams, A. Cirou, L. David, O. Sanguy, J.D.Burke, P.D. Maley, V.M. de Morais, F. Marchis, J.M. H.
Munoz, J.L. Dighaye, F. Graham et al (SMART-1 outreach and amateur astronomer coordination), 1 c/o SMART-1
Project Scientist, SCI-SR, ESTEC, postbus 299, 2200 AG Noordwijk, NL, Bernard.Foing@esa.int
Abstract: SMART-1 was launched in 2003 and is
currently orbiting the Moon with a 5 hour period
[1,2,3] for a few weeks more. SMART-1 impact will
occur at grazing incidence with a remaining mass of
285 kg and a velocity of 2 km/s. Possible arrival time
scenarios have been organized to permit near-side impact and adequate illumination conditions, for observations. Fine-tuning of the orbit using hydrazine thrusters
took place at the end of June in preparation, and trim
maneuvers at end of July, and possibly on 25 August,
for a planned impact on 3 September 2006 at 5:41 UT
at 36.4 degrees south latitude in Lacus Excellentiae (or
on previous orbit at 00:36 UT). We have invited the
community to make predictions of the impact magnitude, cloud ejecta dynamics, exospheric effects and
other observable manifestation of the impact. We also
called the ground-based observers to perform coordinated measurements of the impact-related phenomena.
We will describe the final operations affecting the
impact conditions, and first results from the coordinated impact campaign and LCROSS implications.

Fig.2 : Albedo map of SMART-1 impact site

References: [1] Foing, B. et al (2001) Earth Moon Planets, 85, 523 . [2] Racca, G.D. et al. (2002) Earth Moon Planets, 85, 379. [3] Racca, G.D. et al. (2002) P&SS, 50, 1323.

Fig.3: False colour map around SMART-1 impact site

Fig. 1: Topography of SMART-1 impact site with
the impact orbit (middle) and 5 hours before (right)

Figs credits: ESA/ SMART1/ US Clementine project
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INTERMITTENTLY SUNLIT POLAR LUNAR CRATERS SCANNED BY
ORBITING IMAGING SPECTROMETERS FOR VOLATILES VAPORIZING
BETWEEN 40 AND 220 K
Jack Green
Department of Geology
California State University, Long Beach
Long Beach, CA 90840
jgreen3@csulb.edu
Many studies have been published on the detection of ices on shadowed crater floors at
the lunar poles. This paper focuses on those polar craters which are intermittently sunlit
(Bussey et al, 1999). Biogenic volatiles, excluding water, would theoretically be
mobilized from frost or clathrates into vapor between 40 K (lunar shadow temperature)
and a polar sunlight temperature of 220 K (Heiken et al, 1991). These volatiles with
melting or sublimation points between 40 and 220 K would seek out existing shadow
zones during the period of intermittent sunlight. Data are available on the areas and
duration of sunlight on these polar crater floors. Data can also be calculated when an
orbiting sensor will pass over such craters at the time of crater floor illumination.
Multiple passes over the same crater might enable detection of subtle spectral changes. A
thermal or infrared imaging scanning spectrometer may be able to sense these migrating
vapors in sunlight. Detection of any one of candidate volatiles would be critical in
interpreting the origin of the volatiles as well as their possible biogenic significance.
Possible volatiles with boiling of sublimation temperatures between 40 and 220 K include
methane, hydrogen sulfide, carbon monoxide, possibly carbon oxysulfide, hydrogen
chloride and carbon dioxide. Unequivocal evidence of a tenuous atmosphere of carbon
dioxide on Callisto was detected by NIMS (near infrared mapping spectrometer)
(Carlson, 1999). Space does not permit discussion of the pros and cons of cometary ices
in polar impact craters or fumarolic ices in polar calderas (Green, 2006)
Bibliography
Bussey, D.B., Spudis, P.D. and Robinson, M.S., 1999, “Illumination Conditions at the
Lunar South Pole:” Geophys. Res. Ltrs, pp. 1187-1190
Carlson, R.W., 1999, “A Tenuous Carbon Dioxide Atmosphere on Jupiter’s Moon
Callisto:” Science, Vol. 283, pp. 820-821
Green, J., 2006, “Volcanic Origin of Protolife on the Moon:” Proceedings of Space
Exploration 2005 (Smith, J.A. and others, Editors), Space Engineering and Science
Institute, Albuquerque, pp. 28-46
Heiken, G., Vaniman, D. and French, B.M. (Eds.) 1991, The Lunar Sourcebook,
Cambridge Univ. Press, pp. 736
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A RECOMMENDED IMPACT SITE FOR THE LCROSS MISSION.
P.D. Lowman,Jr., Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 698, Greenbelt, MD,
Paul.D.Lowman@nasa.gov
This paper presents a recommended site for the LCROSS mission, based on Lunar
Orbiter and Clementine imagery, Lunar Prospector epithermal neutron data, and earthbased radar. The site is at 88 deg. S, zero longitude, on the earthward face of the Moon
between the south pole and Malapert Mountain. Justification for this site is the
following.
First, the site appears to be in permanent shadow over several earth months, judging
from the Lunar Orbiter IV pictures and Clementine mosaics. It has been proposed by
Elphic et al. (1) that good correlation exists between areas of permanent shadow and
hydrogen concentration as inferred from Lunar Prospector epithermal neutron data. The
site is in the area of lowest epithermal neutron flux, as well as on the Clementine orbit
234, from which the first bistatic radar evidence for ice was returned [2}.
Second, the site, just west of Shoemaker crater, is visible on earth-based radar imagery
from Arecibo [3]. This means the site itself, and especially an impact plume, should be
optically visible at grazing incidence from the Earth, a requirement of the LCROSS
mission.
Third, the site appears on earth-based radar to be a relatively mature terrain. Located
on the west flank of Shoemaker crater, it may be topographically similar to the flank of
Tycho, on which Surveyor VII landed successfully, although Tycho is probably much
younger than Shoemaker. If these are the correct relative ages, it implies a more mature
and thicker regolith for the proposed LCROSS site, and hence a better target for the
impact.
Finally, the site is about 150 km south of the crest of Malapert Mountain, which has
been recommended [4] as a permanent outpost site because of its nearly continual
illumination. The south flank of Malapert Mountain appears to be in permanent shadow,
so areas of high hydrogen content could be easily reached by a traverse from the crest.
However, earth-based radar shows that the area due south of the Malapert crest is in radar
shadow, preventing continuous communication with a sortie to the south. A sortie to the
southeast, toward Shoemaker crater, would be prefereable, since it would be in
continuous line of sight from Earth.
References:
[1] Elphic, R.C., et al., Geophysical Research Abstracts, 7, 05719,2005.
[2] Feldman, W.C., et al., Science, 281,1489,1998. [3] Stacy, N.J.S., et al., Science, 276,
1527, 1997. [4] Schrunk, D., et al., The Moon, Wiley, New York 432 p., 1999.
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SIMULATIONS OF THE LCROSS IMPACT USING SMOOTH PARTICLE HYDRODYNAMICS (SPH).
M. Jutzi1 and W. Benz2, 1,2Physikalisches Institut, Sidlerstrasse 5, 3012 Bern, Switzerland;
martin.jutzi@space.unibe.ch, willy.benz@space.unibe.ch.
Results of further simulations including different
types of target material, target porosity, and EOS will
be presented.

Fig. 1. Outcome of the simulation after 0.4 seconds.
The colors label the z-component of the velocity, positive values indicate ejection.
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Introduction: We present results of hydrocode
calculations of the LCROSS impact. Using our Smooth
Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) impact code, we investigate the crater formation, crater morphology, velocity
distribution of ejecta etc. for different target material
(regolith) properties including strength and porosity.
Numerical method: Our numerical tool is based
on the Smooth Particle Hydrodynamic (SPH) method.
In order to simulate solids, standard SPH was extended
to include a strength and a fracture model [1]. Therefore, our SPH impact code can be used to model impacts and collisions involving solid bodies in the
strength- and gravity-dominated regime. This method
was already successfully tested at different scales.
At small scales, the method was validated by simulating laboratory impacts. Our model predicts shapes,
locations and velocities of the largest fragment with
high accuracy [1].
A natural laboratory for studying collision physics
at larger scales is provided by the twenty or more asteroid families identified in the asteroid belt. By simulating classes of collisions, our model was able to reproduce the main characteristics of such families [2].
Simulations with porosity. Recently, our SPH impact code was extended to include a porosity model.
The model is based on the so called P- model [3]
which was adapted for implementation in our SPH
code [4]. We are now capable of performing SPH
simulations including fracture and porosity.
Impact simulations: Using our 3D SPH impact
code, we perform several simulations of the LCROSS
impact, considering different properties of the target
material.
As an example we show the outcome of a simulation after 0.4 seconds. In this simulation, the impactor
is modelled as an underdense (=0.03g/cm3) 310m
aluminium cylinder with a mass of 2020kg and an impact velocity of 2.5km/s. For the target we use predamaged (strengthless) basalt with a density of =1.8g/cm3.
In this simulation, the Tillotson equation of state is
used.
Figure 1 shows a 2D slice of the 3D distribution of
SPH particles for this simulation. The colors label the
z-component of the velocity, positive values indicate
ejection. For the same simulation, the ejected mass
with a vertical velocity higher than a certain velocity is
plotted as a function of velocity (see figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Cumulated mass as a function of the vertical velocity.
References: [1] Benz B. and Asphaug E. (1994),
Icarus 107, 98-116. [2] Michel P., Benz W, Richardson D.C. (2003), Nature 421, 608-611. [3] Herrmann
W. (1969), J. Appl. Phys. 40, 2490-2499. [4] Jutzi M.
(2004), Diploma Thesis, University of Bern
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LUNAR EXPLORATION NEUTRON DETECTOR EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL LCROSS IMPACT
SITES I.G. Mitrofanov1, R.D. Starr2 and the LEND/LRO Instrument Team, 1Space Research Institute, RAS, Moscow, 117997, Russia, imitrofa@space.ru, 2Department of Physics, The Catholic University of America, Washington, DC 20064, richard.starr@gsfc.nasa.gov
Introduction: The Lunar Exploration Neutron
Detector (LEND) is a contributed instrument of the
Federal Space Agency of Russia for the science payload on NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO)
mission. LEND will determine hydrogen distribution
in the lunar subsurface to depths of 1-2 meters with
high sensitivity and spatial resolution that may provide
valuable targeting information for the LCROSS experiment [1]. LCROSS impact is scheduled to occur
~90 days following LRO orbit insertion. The sensitivity of LEND is sufficient to provide, within the first 12 months of lunar orbit, evaluation of several potential
impact sites for LCROSS.
Instrumentation: LEND is comprised of eight
3
He counters for detection of thermal and epithermal
neutrons and a stylbene scintillation spectrometer for
detection of fast neutrons (Figure 1). Four of the 3He
counters are collimated with a combination of polyethylene and 10B powder. These detectors are also surrounded by Cd shields to filter out thermal neutrons
with energies below ~0.4 eV so they are primarily sensitive to epithermal neutrons. The epithermal neutron
flux is very sensitive to the presence of hydrogen in
the lunar regolith and the collimated LEND 3He counters will provide detection of hydrogen near the poles
to levels of 100 ppm or better with spatial resolution of
5 km (Half Width Half Maximum). If the hydrogen is
associated with water, a detection limit of 100 ppm of
hydrogen corresponds to ~0.1 wt% of water ice homogeneously distributed in the regolith. Over the course
of the one-year LRO mission LEND will be able to
produce global maps of hydrogen content with resolution of 5-20 km [2].
Moon

Vorb

Figure. 1. Schematic view of LEND.

Possible signature of water ice in neutron data:
The first global mapping of neutron emission from the
Moon was performed in 1998 by the uncollimated
Neutron Spectrometer on NASA’s Lunar Prospector
mission [3]. It was found that the epithermal neutron
flux decreased in polar regions of the Moon as compared with lower latitudes and that these regions of
reduced epithermal flux corresponded to floors of craters that are permanently shadowed suggesting water
ice as a possible source of the signal. Data from the
collimated LEND detectors will provide hydrogen
maps with spatial resolution superior to what was possible with the Lunar Prospector Neutron Spectrometer.
LCROSS navigation by LEND: An initial LRO
commissioning orbit may last as long as 60 days. This
orbit will be 30 km by 216 km with its periapsis near
the South Pole. If the commissioning orbit extends to
the full 60 days only targets near the South Pole will
be studied with sufficient sensitivity to provide targeting information prior to LCROSS impact.
Several candidate water ice traps within 5 degrees
of either the North or South Pole have been identified
[4]. Southern candidates are considered potential targets for LCROSS impact and investigation. The LEND
team will perform neutron data analysis during the
LCROSS flight for selection of the target with largest
probable content of water ice in the subsurface.
Providing early results of LEND observations to the
LCROSS team will increase the probability of successfully targeting a water rich region.
References: [1] Mitrofanov I.G. et al. (2005) LEAG
Conference on Lunar Exploration, No. 1287, p. 67.
[2] Sanin A. et al. (2005) LEAG Conference on Lunar
Exploration, No. 1287, p. 76. [3] Feldman W.C. et al.
(1998) Science 281, 1496-1500. [4] Litvak M.L. et al.
(2005) LEAG Conference on Lunar Exploration, No. 1287,
p. 60.
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SHOOTING THE MOON: CONSTRAINTS ON LCROSS TARGETING. P. H. Schultz, Department of Geological Sciences, Box 1846, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912 USA (peter_schultz@brown.edu)
Introduction: The LCROSS mission is designed to
use a kinetic probe to excavate H-bearing materials
(most likely in the form of water-ice) from near or
below the surface in the permanently shadowed regions near one of the poles of the Moon. The impactor
will be the upper stage of the Earth-Departure-Upper
Stage (the “EDUS”) representing ~2000kg. Instruments on the trailing probe (called the Sheparding
Spacecraft or “SSc”) will continuously monitor the
impact by the EDUS. The subsequent collision by the
trailing 700kg SSc, however, will be observable only
from the earth-based telescopes.
Instruments on the probe are designed to provide
measurements (or set limits on) the amount of possible
water/ice at the first impact site. Earth-based telescopic
spectral observations also will focus on ejecta emerging above the limb and into sunlight. This dual strategy not only provides supplemental data but also will
help to calibrate results from the SSc impact. The mission plan, therefore, requires reasonable predictions for
the expected cratering process in order to optimize site
selection for both the direct observations by the spacecraft and earth-based observations. The purpose of the
present contribution is to provide estimates for the
impact-excavated mass, predictions for the imaging
sequence, and a target site that would optimize meeting the mission goals.
Crater Size: It can be argued that polar water/ice most likely is trapped within the regolith due to
preclude complete sublimation. Consequently, the following discussion explicitly assumes that the desired
target area will be a regolith-covered surface with a
thickness of at least 3-6m, corresponding to an approximate age of 2 to 3Ga [e.g., 1]. An impact into the
lunar regolith most likely will be in the gravity-scaling
regime. For example, smaller craters produced in a
variety of particulate targets under terrestrial gravity
remain in the gravity-scaling regime; consequently,
this should apply for the EDUS impact into a regolith.
For gravity scaling, the total displaced mass (and crater
diameter) reasonably scales as a power-law of the dimensionless parameter as described in [2]. Use of a
particulate target with significant porosity and compressibility (such as pumice) will reduce cratering efficiency by a factor of two [3].
Estimates for crater size can be tested by comparing predictions based on scaling relations with observed craters produced by previous probes (4, 5,6).
The Ranger series had masses ~ 370kg, whereas the
expended booster for the Apollo 13 and 14 missions
had significantly more mass (13,900 kg and 14920kg,

respectively). Both impacted the Moon at angles similar to LCROSS. Craters produced by Ranger 7 (~14m)
and the Apollo 13 booster (41m) can be used to
bracket the ~2000kg mass for the EDUS. Observed
crater diameters (rim-to-rim) agree with calculated
diameters based on crater-scaling relations given in
[7]: Ranger 7 (13m-15m) and Apollo13 (41-43m).
The results are consistent with gravity-controlled
growth for a material property similar to sand (or pumice but with a higher porosity).
The very low density of the EDUS, however, potentially could reduce the predicted crater (and excavation) depth. Standard scaling laws for crater depth are
invalid for very low density projectiles [3]. While the
cube root of the density ratio can be used for densities
down to ~ 0.3g/cc, this correction no longer works at
very low projectile densities (0.05g/cc) due to the significant reduction in penetration depth. It might seem
contradictory that total cratering efficiency is not significantly affected, but this can be reconciled by the
fact crater diameter is controlled by energy coupled at
first contact. Depth, however, is controlled by penetration. An approximate correction factor is proportional
to the square root of the penetration time (projectile
diameter divided by the impact velocity) for impacts
into sand [7]. Diameter contributes to the total displaced mass as the square of the radius, whereas depth
contributes linearly. Experiments indicate that crater
diameter is slightly enhanced, whereas depth is significantly reduced.
Crater Evolution: The total ejected mass is
predicted to be ~250,000kg but most of this mass will
be deposited within three crater-radii of the crater rim.
For reference, ~ 2800kg would be ejected greater than
an altitude of 2km approximately 50s after impact,
with the ejecta curtain achieving a diameter of ~ 8km
across. Above an altitude of 10km, the total mass
would be ~1000kg, 110s after impact with a curtain
now 40km across. These represent ideal conditions.
In reality, the ejecta curtain will likely exhibit clumps
and irregularities as they achieve very large distances
from the point of impact. Any estimates of ejecta
mass above an altitude of 10km is subject to great uncertainty due to the breakdown of scaling relations at
very high ejection speeds, i.e., early stages of crater
growth.
An experiment was performed at the NASA Ames
Vertical Gun Range in order to assist in visualization
of the LCROSS impact (Figure 1). This is not a direct
simulation since the altitude-to-diameter (and number
density in the ejecta) is not appropriately matched.
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Nevertheless it serves to illustrate key aspects in the
sequence. The initial impact will be in shadow but the
heat from the impact will produce a “flash” of sufficient total luminescence to be captured by photometer,
as well as IR instruments. The duration of the “flash”
depends on several properties of the impacted target
[9,10] but could last as long as 100ms. Particulate targets result in a high-angle ejecta plume that appears in
Fig. 1 as a diffuse cloud emerging near the center.
This component will contain material from depth [7,
11]. As the ejecta achieve sufficient altitudes to be
illuminated, then the ejecta curtain becomes visible,
the base of which corresponds to the shadow of the
lunar landscape.
Photometry and Impact Vaporization: The
LCROSS-EDUS impact will not produce significant
vapor at impact, The Deep Impact mission involved a
370kg probe impacting at 10.2 km/s and produced ~ 68 projectile masses of vapor [11]. Even though the
total kinetic energy of the EDUS is only 30 times less
than the DI impact, the impact velocity of the EDUS
(~2.5km/s) is insufficient to release significant water
vapor through waste heat during shock decompression.
Frictional shear heating within a narrow zone along the
probe/regolith contact, however, may contribute a
small amount of vapor (< 0.1kg) from the upper surface [12]. The primary source for observable water
will be in the form of either solid ice mixed in the ballistic ejecta or from sublimation as these ejecta become
exposed to solar UV radiation. The former can be captured in the NIR spectrometer, NIR imagers, and MidIR imager; the latter can be measured by the visible
and NIR spectrometers. It should be noted that ejecta
deposited near the rim of the EDUS crater would not
exhibit elevated temperatures, although residual heat
may persist inside. The total self-luminescence will not
directly provide measurements of water/ice but will
provide an indication of the nature of the materials in
the target [9, 10]. For example, the presence of water/ice will suppress this component in the visible and
the duration of the flash will allow determining the
lithology (solid, particulate, or under-dense).
Selecting the Appropriate Impact Site: In
order to accomplish the goals of LCROSS, the impact
site must first have sufficient evidence for water/ice.
But in addition, the nature of the collision imposes
further constraints. First, it is proposed that the impact
occur in a regolith of sufficient depth (3-6m) in order
to insure sufficient ejecta launched into sunlight. Second, the altitude of the shadow above the impact site
should be as low as possible in order to maximize exposure (preferably less than 1km). Third, the impact
site should not exhibit complex topography, which
could result in an ejecta curtain directed away from the
surface normal. And fourth, the line-of-site for earth-
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based should be favorable for observations. These four
targeting issues would suggest that the interior of an
Eratosthenian-age, medium-size (20km-40km) complex crater is not desirable. It also means that the optimum probability for water/ice may not represent the
optimum site for the EDUS impact.
References: [1]. Schultz P.H., Greeley R. and Gault
D.E. (1976), Proc. Lunar Sci. Conf. 7th, pp. 985-1003;
[2] Schmidt, R. M., and Housen, K. R.: 1987, Int. J.
Impact Eng. 5, 543; [3] Schultz P.H. and Gault D.E.
(1985), J. Geophys. Res. 90, pp. 3701-3732; [4]
Baldwin, R.B.(1965), Astron. Jour., v. 70, p. 545-547;
[5] Whitaker, E.A., 1972, Apollo 16 Prelim. Sci. Rept.,
NASA SP-315, 1972. pp 29-39 to 29-45; [6] Moore,
H. J. 1972, Apollo 16 Prelim. Sci. Rept. pp. 2945 to
29-50. NASA SP-315; [7] Schultz, P. H., Ernst, C. E.,
Anderson, J. L. B. (2005), Space Science Reviews 117,
207-239; [8] Schultz P.H. (1988), In Mercury (F.
Vilas, et al., eds.), U. Arizona Press, 274-335; [9]
Ernst, C.M., and P.H. Schultz (2004), Lunar and
Planet. Sci. XXXV (Abstract #1721); [10] Ernst, C. M.
and Schultz, P. H. (2005), Lunar and Planet. Sci.
XXXVI (Abstract #1475); [11] Schultz, P.H. (1996), J.
Geophys. Res., 101, 21,117-21,136; [12] Schultz, P.
H., et al. (2006), Icarus (submitted).

Figure 1. Impact experiment performed at the AVGR
where point of impact was in shadow. Here, the camera was offset to one side, which results in an offset of
the ejecta ring and central high-angle plume. Impact
velocity was 2 km/s by 0.635cm glass sphere into a
particulate pumice target.
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GOLDSTONE RADAR SUPPORT FOR LCROSS EVALUATION OF IMPACT SITES. M. A. Slade1 and R.
F. Jurgens2, 1Mail Stop 238-420, JPL/Caltech, 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena, CA 91109-8099, <martin.a.slade@jpl.nasa.gov>, 2JPL Mail Stop 238-420, Pasadena, CA 91109, <jurgens@shannon.jpl.nasa.gov>.
Introduction:
NASA is currently planning the
LCROSS mission to probe a lunar nearside permanently
shadowed region with two impactors to create debris
plumes containing H2O vapor from water ice buried in
the region. Such regions are found only near the North
and South Pole, with permanently shadowed area near
the North Pole about 50% of that at the South Pole:
2
2
2650 km vs. 5100 km [1].
The Lunar Prospector spacecraft attempted this
same general scenario in 1999 as the last act ending
their mission. Their choice of target was Shoemaker
crater (see Fig. 1). Lunar Prospector attempted to
avoid "interception" by the extreme South Polar topography on their way into Shoemaker crater by using the
Digital Elevation Maps (DEM's: 3-dimensional topography) of the South Lunar Polar region created from
ground-based radar observations by the Goldstone Solar System Radar (GSSR). These DEM's provided topographic maps with 150-meter by 150-meter pixels
and 50-meter height resolution [1], and represent the
best existing absolute topography of the near-polar
regions. (Lunar Prospector also used these DEM's to
aid their planning of the lowering of their perilune to
decrease their neutron spectrometer footprint.) The
consensus is that the Lunar Prospector spacecraft likely
arrived at too shallow an impact angle to create a significant debris plume.
New Results: Presently the GSSR can extend these
DEM's to much higher resolution with existing hardware and software tested thoroughly on near-Earth
asteroid observations. The GSSR can provide radar
interferometric data to derive new DEM's with pixel
edges nearly 8 times smaller (pixels per unit area up to
50 times larger) than the 1997 observations, and 2.6
times better height resolution than possible in 1997.
These improved DEM’s are made possible primarily
by range resolution of 19 meters, increased data acquisition speed and volume, and 64-bit data processing.
Such DEM’s would provide extraordinarily improved
targeting for the two components of LCROSS for successful impact into the chosen target area. Other benefits include, e.g. knowing the height of the crater walls
telling how much of the plume will be visible. The
LCROSS targeting improvement at low cost with existing equipment is a unique contribution possible from
the GSSR. The GSSR can provide 2007 access to
high-resolution topographic planning information for
this and other robotic precursor missions, as well as

providing a cheap backup for similar later Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) information. The nearly
immediate availability of an excellent absolute topographic map for the South Polar region from groundbased observations (where instrument problems can be
easily repaired) should be invaluable for enabling very
early accurate LCROSS planning to help ensure their
success.
Over a slightly longer timeframe, the GSSR is developing a new digital exciter/digital receiver that uses
a "chirp" waveform (much used in space-based Synthetic Aperture Radar but not by ground-based radar).
The long-term goal of this development is range resolution at 1 to 3 meters. The current stage of this development is such that lunar maps with 4.5-meter resolution could be possible in 2007, although processing
such data could be a significant challenge. This implies
that, if certain permanently shadowed areas are chosen
as the LCROSS target, images prior and post impact
could be possible at a resolution that would show the
crater produced by the impact.
The observations of the Lunar South Pole at the 19meter resolution discussed above are slightly over a
month away at the time of current writing. We will be
able to provide a progress report at the time of the
Meeting in mid-October.
References: [1] Margot J. L., Campbell D. B., Jurgens R. F., Slade M. A. (1999) Science, 284, 1658–
1660.
Figure 1.
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POLAR TOPOGRAPHIC KNOWLEDGE PRIOR TO LCROSS IMPACT. David E. Smith1 and Maria T.
Zuber2, 1Solar System Exploration Division, NASA GSFC, Greenbelt, MD 20771 (dsmith@tharsis.gsfc.nasa.gov),
2
Dept of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139 (zuber@mit.edu).

Introduction: When the LCROSS spacecraft impacts the surface of the Moon it will be desirable to
know the topography of the planned impact location
with the hope that the disturbance of the surface,
caused by the impact, will be observable in subsequent
data. Being able to detect the results of the impact in
size, depth and location will be of considerable scientific interest with possible exploration implications.
Prior Knowledge: Before the launch of LRO and
LCROSS our knowledge of the location of features on
the Moon, particularly in the polar regions, will be
limited to that gained from earlier missions, including
Clementine and Prospector, and from new data acquired by SELENE, Chandrayaan, and Chang’E-1.
Prior to these planned missions we can assume that
positional accuracies on the Moon will be at the km
level and that surface elevations in the polar regions
will be of similar uncertainty. The missions launched
prior to LRO will provide imagery of the illuminated
regions but it will be the laser altimeters and radars
that are likely to provide any information in the permanently shadowed areas of particular interest to
LCROSS. These observations will need to be referenced to a known reference frame and will be limited
by coverage and horizontal resolution. Similarly, LRO
will provide data to assist LCROSS in its targeting but
will only have 2 or 3 months of commissioning orbit
data before the LCROSS impact.
LOLA Contribution: Although LOLA will only
be in orbit for 2 or 3 months the instrument has the
potential to provide altimetry with higher spatial resolution due to its 5 meter spot size and hi-rate of observation (140 measurments per second). However, the
perturbations of the LRO orbit by the lunar gravity
field produces a very uneven pattern of ground tracks
near the poles that tends to create geopgrphical areas
that are either well or sparsely covered. As a result the
LRO mission is looking into the possibility of rolling
the spacecraft slightly to either produce a more even
surface pattern or to densify the observations in a specific area. If LCROSS has a definite target area when
LRO and LCROSS are launched then LRO may be
able to target altimeter observations in the permanently
shadowed regions so as to produce a better pre-impact
topography for comparison with post-impact observations.
At the present time these ideas are possibilities and
not plans. The details of the operation of LRO and
LOLA during this initial testing and commissioning

phase of the LRO mission have not been decided. In
this presentation we will discuss the nominal coverage
that we expect of certain areas, such as the permanently shadowed area of Shackleton crater, and how
that coverage could be modified slightly by small
changes in the attitude of the spacecraft.
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LOLA LASER RADIOMETRY AND LCROSS IMPACT SITE SELECTION. Maria T. Zuber1 and David E.
Smith2, 1Dept of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139 (zuber@mit.edu), 2Solar
System Exploration Division, NASA GSFC, Greenbelt, MD 20771 (dsmith@tharsis.gsfc.nasa.gov).

Introduction: In addition to measuring the range
to the surface the LOLA instrumnent on LRO measures the energy of the return signal and can be used to
derive the reflectance of the surface at 1064 nm. This
measurement has a capability of detecting surface concentrations of 4 or 5% water ice in a 5 meter diameter
spot by comparison with surrounding regions. The
intention is to map the surface reflectance of the laser
beam over the entire surface of the Moon but particularly in the permanently shadowed regions where it is
postulated that water ice crystals may be on the surface
although more likely, if at all, at depth. Although
LOLA will not be able to definitively determine the
presence of water ice on the surface it will record an
increase in brightness that could be indicative of ice,
and in cases where significant surface ice exists would
produce a return signal that would be difficult to explain by any other means. Thus, if sufficient observations are obtained prior to the LCROSS impact, LOLA
may be able to assist in the selection of a site that is in
permanent shadow. With a small spot size of 5 meters
and 140 measurements/s observation rate LOLA may
be able to produce unique observations that help to
discriminate between sites in the permanently shaowed
regions.
Laser Radiometry: LOLA operates at 1064 nm
and the instrument measures the outgoing and returning pulse energies so that it is able to discern changes
in the surface reflectance by comparison with preceeding and subsequent observations. This approach has
been used very successfully at Mars with the MOLA
laser altimeter instrument where the changes in the
sizes of the seasonal caps have been monitored by both
solar (passive) and laser (active) illumnation.

The preceding image shows the MOLA radiometry
of the polar caps of Mars in summer and winter where
the red and yellow colors are the seasonal CO2 and the
blue and green are the topography. The northern pole
is shown in the upper charts and the southern pole in
the lower charts. Water ice reflects laser radiation at
1064 nm to a similar level as CO2.
Since LOLA can operate as an altimeter and radiometer on highly sloping surfaces (>30 degs) so variations in brightness on crater walls should be detectable.
Mapping the brighness of the lunar surface and overlaying it on the topography should reveal any correlation of brightness with permanent shadow that could
be due to surface water ice.
We also expect to be able to detect subtle variations
in surface brightness of the Moon, evident at visible
wavelengths, due to the younger age of some of the
craters. If this weathering process exists in the permanently shadowed areas then we think it possible that
LOLA will be able to detect the change in brightness
of the lunar surface before and after LCROSS impact.
Since the brightness change is likely to cover a larger
area than the crater itself, estimated to be about 20
meters in diameter, we may have a better chance of
detecting the impact site with radiometry than with
altimetry in the permanentluy shadowed regions.
This presentation will address the laser radiometry
measurements, the ability to detect small brightness
changes due to possible surface ice, and the likelyhood
of observing the LCROSS impact site with these data.
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MINI-SAR: AN IMAGING RADAR FOR THE CHANDRAYAAN 1 & LUNAR RECONNAISSANCE
ORBITER MISSIONS TO THE MOON. Ben Bussey1, Paul D. Spudis1, Chris Lichtenberg2, Bill Marinelli2,
Stewart Nozette3 1. Applied Physics Laboratory, MP3-E169, Laurel MD 20723-6099 (paul.spudis@jhuapl.edu) 2.
Naval Air Warfare Center, China Lake CA 93555 3. NASA Headquarters, Washington DC 20546
The debate on the presence of ice at the poles of the
Moon continues. We will fly a small imaging radar on
both the Indian Chandrayaan-1 and NASA’s LRO missions to the Moon, both to be launched in 2008. MiniSAR will map the scattering properties of the lunar
poles, determining the presence and extent of polar ice.
Introduction Although returned lunar samples
show the Moon to be exceedingly dry [1], recent discoveries suggest that water ice may exist in the polar
regions. Because its axis of rotation is perpendicular
to the ecliptic plane, the poles of the Moon contain
areas that are permanently dark. This results in the
creation of “cold traps”, zones that, because they are
never illuminated by the sun, may be as cold as 50–70
K [2,3]. Cometary debris and meteorites containing
water-bearing minerals constantly bombard the Moon.
Most of this water is lost to space, but if a water molecule finds its way into a cold trap, it is there forever –
no physical process is known that can remove it. Over
geological time, significant quantities of water could
accumulate.
In 1994, the Clementine polar-orbiting spacecraft
used its radio transmitter to “illuminate” these dark,
cold trap areas; echoes were recorded by the radio antennas of the Earth-based Deep Space Network.
Analysis of one series of data indicated that at least
some of the dark regions near the south pole had reflections that mimicked the radio-scattering behavior
of ice [4]. These data sparked a major controversy;
Earth-based observations were interpreted to be both
inconsistent with [5] and consistent with the presence
of ice [6,7]. In addition, the authors of an alternate
analysis of the Clementine bistatic data found no evidence for unusual reflection behavior at the south pole
[8]. Subsequently, the orbiting Lunar Prospector
spacecraft found large quantities of hydrogen in the
polar regions [9,10], corresponding closely with large
areas of permanent shadow [7], consistent with the
presence of water ice. Nozette et al. [7] noted several
procedural aspects of the data analysis in Simpson and
Tyler [8] that could have resulted in the disparate results. The controversy over lunar polar ice continues to
this day [11].
The existence of ice at the lunar poles is significant
in two respects. First, these cold traps have existed for
at least two billion years [12]; they contain a record of
the impact of volatile components (mostly comets) in
the inner solar system for that period of time. Such a
record would tell us about the dynamic processes that
perturb material from the outer into the inner solar

system. Second, significant quantities of water ice
could become useful for production of propellant and
consumables to support future space activities there
and in near-Earth space [13].
One way to obtain this information is to map ice
deposits from orbit using an instrument designed to
detect and elucidate the properties of the polar ice deposits. A radar system can operate as both a scatterometer and as a synthetic aperture radar imager.
This multifunction capability has been demonstrated
by previous space borne radar instruments (e.g. Pioneer-Venus, Magellan), but has not been applied to the
Moon. In scatterometer mode, the system will be nadir
pointing and measure the radar scattering properties
along the ground track. Backscatter maps are of low
resolution, but will yield a good regional view of the
extent of the polar deposits and allow an estimate as to
their total mass, currently estimated at ~ 1010 metric
tonnes [10].
Chandrayaan-1 Mission to the Moon. India
plans to launch the Chandrayaan-1 mission to the
Moon in February, 2008. This 550 kg spacecraft will
enter a 100 km polar orbit and map the Moon for 2
years. It’s core payload includes monochrome imaging at ~ 5 m/pixel, a hyperspectral imager (color camera) that images the Moon at 80 m/pixel, a laser altimeter (1 Hz freq.) and an X-Ray fluoresence spectrometer to map the light elements (e.g., Si, Al) of the
surface. In addition, an AO released by the ISRO last
year invited proposals for additional international instruments. Of the over 20 proposals received, 5 were
selected for flight in November, 2004; one of these
was Mini-SAR.
Mini-SAR Instrument on Chandrayaan-1 The
Mini-SAR will transmit Right Circular Polarization
(RCP) and receive dual orthogonal polarizations. The
majority of data collected by Mini-SAR on
Chandrayaan-1 will be collected in SAR mode. The
principal mapping goal of Mini-SAR on Chandrayaan1 is to cover from 80° to 90° at both poles. Mini-SAR
will primarily operate during two 60 day windows
(corresponding to high phase angle conditions which
are non-optimal for the optical instruments). During
these observing opportunities Mini-SAR will collect
data of both poles every orbit. Thus, over 60 days it
should be possible to obtain full polar coverage of both
poles, twice. Spacecraft orientation is such that at the
next 60 day window, 5 month later, the look direction
will be opposite, i.e. left and then right, or vice-versa.
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The intended data products include maps of LCP.
RCP, radar albedo, and CPR which can be used to try
and identify possible ice deposits.
The Mini-SAR antenna is orientated at 33° off nadir. From a 100 km orbit this will naturally result in a
SAR data gap around both poles. This gap will correspond to approximately 2° latitude. It may be possible
to reduce the size of this gap by taking advantage of
the natural variation of the inclination of the
Chandrayaan-1 orbit. This inclination will wander
between 90° and 91°. By collecting SAR data during
the orbits of maximum inclination it should be possible
to collect numerous strips within the nominal SAR
data gap.
However, in order to ensure that data will be collected over the key areas close to the pole, Mini-SAR
can operate in a scatterometer mode. In scatterometer
mode, the spacecraft is rotated so that the Mini-SAR
antenna is orientated in a nadir direction. Mini-SAR
will then collect radar profiles from 85° to the pole to
85° in order to totally fill in the SAR gap.
The Chandrayaan-1 laser altimeter [14] will collect
new topographic data over both poles, providing a
topographic control network for the polar regions of
the Moon. It has been pointed out [15] that such a
control network, combined with long-lived baseline
shadow mapping, will enable much more precise determination of the location and extent of the permanently shadowed terrain, allowing for seasonal and
topographic corrections. Such information will allow a
more precise estimate of the extent and location of the
polar cold traps and hence, ice deposits. This information is important to evaluating the habitability of the
lunar poles.
Mini-SAR on LRO
A radar instrument is also being flown as a technology demonstration on NASA’s Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter mission, set for launch in late 2008.
LRO is a nominal one year mission in a 50 km polar
orbit.
The radar on LRO will be able to provide more detailed analysis of areas identified by Mini-SAR on
Chandrayaan-1 as possible ice deposits. The LRO radar has two wavelengths (S band and X band) and also
can operate in a zoom mode with a spatial resolution
of approximately 30 m, a factor of 5 higher than MiniSAR on Chandrayaan-1.
Observing opportunities for the radar on LRO are
extremely restricted. However we do hope to conduct
supplemental science observations if possible, particularly if there is an extended mission. Supplemental
goals include mapping all areas of permanent shadow
in zoom mode, to look for ice deposits that would be
too small to have been identified by Chandrayaan-1.
Another goal would be to take advantage of LRO’s

lower orbit, combined with any variation in the orbital
inclination to fill in the Chandrayaan-1 SAR gap.
One exciting possibility exists due to the fact that
two radars will be in lunar orbit at the same time. The
would be to conduct a bistatic experiment where one
radar transmits and the other receives. This lets you
study the radar backscatter characteristics as a function
of phase angle. This would represent another independent method to look for ice (figure 1).
.
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Fig.1 Coordinated bistatic imaging of the lunar poles
can unambigously map lunar ice deposits.
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